Learn about our modular LICOM76™ planter boxes on a
commercial terrace in Abbotsford. Design with
LICOM76™, a lightweight concrete composite material
exclusively developed by H2O Designs.
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FEATURED PROJECT: ABBOTSFORD COMMERCIAL
TERRACE
Modular Planter Boxes | LICOM76™

H2O Designs have transformed an empty commercial terrace into a functional and beautiful
space with custom-built modular planter boxes made entirely from LICOM76™. We worked
in conjunction with the landscape architect from John Patrick Architects to create an unusual
planter box layout with a built-in bench seat.
The planter boxes have a two-toned effect with a polished concrete base and rust finished
accent to define the bench seat and wave pattern. The multi-layered design highlights the

flexibility of LICOM76™ and the endless possibilities when constructing with an organic
form.

The modular LICOM76™ planter boxes are connected onsite to create a seamless exterior
with the appearance of a single large planter. The weight restrictions placed on this
commercial terrace meant the lightweight nature of LICOM76™ was perfect for creating the
illusion of a concrete planter without the excessive weight.
The penetrations for irrigation are linked through the planters on-site during installation and
the drainage provisions are prefabricated in-house.
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Also..
- Visit our BLOG for Part 2 of this commercial terrace project featuring an external bar
bench and seating with storage.
- Check out our new website and let our gallery of projects be an inspiration for your
next design.
- Contact us so we can show you what LICOM76TM can do for your project.
- Stay tuned to learn how your design can benefit from the possibilities of
manufacturing in China.
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